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Clear instructions for incorporating this Chinese art into your personal environment to create

balance and prosperity.The Feng Shui Companion is a user-friendly handbook for anyone

interested in employing the ancient Chinese art of geomancy for creating balance, harmony,

and prosperity in their personal environment. Feng shui, the Chinese words for wind and water,

is a time-honored system of rules, concepts and principles that explain how our lives are

pragmatically and spiritually linked to our environment. As the author shows, based on his own

experience, these principles can be implemented at little cost in both new and existing

buildings, often with significant improvements to the physical and financial well-being of the

people who live in them. Just a simple change in the placement of furniture or the addition of a

plant to a room can have a noticeable impact on an individual's life. With expert summaries of

the key feng shui concepts, the author provides clear instructions for creating a place in which

you want to spend time rather than one in which you are constantly trying to escape because

"something doesn't feel right."Unlike other books on the subject, The Feng Shui Companion

details specific ways to incorporate feng shui principles into your own home or work space.The

author shows how just a few seemingly inconsequential and inexpensive changes in both new

and existing structures can have enormously positive effects.

Plenty of complex coverages of the Chinese principle of Feng Shui are now on the market:

consider this a more user-friendly version than most, using the author's own experience to

demonstrate and explain the principles of Chinese harmony and design. Summaries of key

concepts and their applications in Western lives outline connections between a created

environment and its real comforts. -- Midwest Book Review --This text refers to the paperback

edition.From the Back CoverINTERIOR DESIGN / EASTERN PHILOSOPHYThe Feng Shui

Companion is a user-friendly handbook that employs the ancient Chinese art of geomancy to

create balance, harmony, and prosperity in your personal environment. Feng shui, the Chinese

words for wind and water, is a time-honored system of rules, concepts, and principles that

explain how our lives are pragmatically and spiritually linked to our environment. As the author

shows, based on his own experience, these principles can be implemented at little cost in both

new and existing buildings, often with significant improvements to the physical and financial

well-being of the people who live in them. Just a simple change in the placement of furniture or

the addition of a plant to a room can have a noticeable impact on an individual’s life. With

expert summaries of the key concepts to this ancient science, architect George Birdsall

provides clear instructions for creating a place in which you want to spend time rather than one

in which you are constantly trying to escape because “something doesn’t feel right.” With The

Feng Shui Companion, creating harmony within your environment becomes second

nature.GEORGE BIRDSALL is a professional engineer and architect who provides

consultations and gives seminars on feng shui. He lives in Australia. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorGeorge Birdsall is a professional engineer and architect

who provides consultations and gives seminars on feng shui. He lives in Australia.Read more
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PrefaceI first became aware of feng shui about 10 years ago when a $20 million project I was

building in Sydney’s Chinatown district was assessed by a Chinese geomancer and feng shui

practitioner. His major recommendations included the realignment of the escalators so that the

“wealth did not flow out” and a delay of one week before we could start demolition and

construction. We were allowed to start on a particular day, at a particular time and to demolish

only three bricks before going off to have a celebratory lunch with Chinese dignitaries. We

started proper demolition the next day.Like most Westerners this seemed strange to me at the

time as my focus was on more practical concerns, but we went along with it as we were

advised that the Chinese community would not lease a building with bad feng shui.My

subsequent experiences have demonstrated that feng shui can have a clear and definable use

in business development, commercial building, home and interior design in modern western

culture. It can be applied in both new and existing buildings, often without significant cost. In

buildings where the principles have been applied people have reported “coincidental” changes

to various aspects of their fortune and health.The aim of this book is to provide a starting point

for anyone with an interest in feng shui or Chinese geomancy. It has been written to give the

layman an understanding of feng shui and bridge the gap to the more advanced books written

by various authors. It has come about because I have been constantly asked during my feng

shui seminars and consultations to recommend a book on feng shui, which could clearly

explain the key concepts to anyone with a interest in the subject.I hope this book will inspire

you to apply the key concepts of feng shui in ways that may allow your life to flow more easily.

What feng shui and geomancy provide is one method for enhancing your life. Do not expect

feng shui to give you all the answers to your problems. If you apply it wisely, with some humour

and discernment, you can achieve better results than if you are too serious or greedy about the

application. I would also add that even greater benefits often appear to flow for people who are

simultaneously developing the physical, mental and spiritual aspects of their lives.The bottom

line is to trust your intuition, enjoy applying feng shui and geomancy and use this ancient

knowledge prudently in your modern situation. Remember: “Put a little feng shui and geomancy

into your life, not your life into feng shui and geomancy”.George Birdsall

IntroductionFeng shui is an ancient Chinese system of rules, concepts and principles that

endeavours to explain the impact on people’s lives, of the layout and design of their homes and

businesses, and the environment around them. It is about creating a living and working



environment that is balanced and harmonious. In Chinese language feng shui literally means

“wind” and “water”. The “wind” provides the movement or flow of universal energy or chi which

affects everything. The “water” provides the container or receiver of chi. Feng shui principles

are designed to harmonise the wind and water influences.Feng shui is also known as Chinese

geomancy. It encompasses what Eastern philosophy refers to as the “chi” flow or energy flow

within a building. This concept is not dissimilar to the chi flow within the human body upon

which acupuncture is based. According to this philosophy if chi flows evenly through your body,

you are generally healthy. Therefore if chi gently flows through your home or business, then

your life appears to flow more easily and “luck, fortune or good coincidences” come your

way.One purpose of applying feng shui concepts is to create a place where you want to spend

time, rather than a one from which you are constantly trying to escape because something

doesn’t feel right. If the places where you spend a lot of time feel pleasant, this will have an

affect on your general attitude to life, and on everyone who comes to your home or

business.You may intuitively know something feels wrong about a place, but are at a loss to

explain those feelings. You may also have observed situations in which peoples’ luck or health

altered following a change of home or business premises. Feng shui proposes some answers

to why these situations occur. It also provides some simple solutions to improve the flow,

balance, harmony, wealth, health, fame, relationships, career and creative aspects of people’s

lives. Seemingly inconsequential feng shui adjustments can sometimes radically affect how you

feel about your surroundings.Exactly why feng shui works, continues to be a mystery to our

twentieth century minds and anyone approaching the use of this knowledge from a logical or

“left brain” approach is bound to be disappointed. Feng shui involves a more “right brain”

approach, using intuition and feelings. Remember that the application of feng shui principles

are based mostly on observation, reflection and common sense. Feng shui offers us

techniques to express what we are feeling intuitively about a place. So when you walk into a

place which doesn’t “feel” right, instead of dismissing that intuitive feeling, you should be able

to look around and assess what might be contributing to your feelings of unease. If it is a place

that you can change, then make the appropriate feng shui alterations, and then observe over

time the impact of these changes, whether profound or subtle. Also note how your friends or

customers react. Many people report that after making feng shui changes, friends or clients

have walked into their homes or business and insisted that the place has been renovated,

painted or had some other major physical change. The visitors can feel the change, but

because of their conditioning, they are looking for physical signs of the change, rather than

understanding that subtle inexpensive changes can also have an impact. This idea of the

impact of the visible as well as the invisible environment on our lives will be discussed in

chapter three.The following chapters contain stories about the significant changes experienced

by various clients after a feng shui consultation. However, not everyone has had large changes

occur, and some of the changes are so subtle, that without someone else independently

commenting about the changes, you may not even notice them. Sometimes the application of

feng shui has done no more than make the persons house feel like a home or allow them to

get a good night’s sleep.This book does not delve into great depth about every situation that

could possibly arise, as it would be impossible to do that; rather it is intended as an introduction

to the key concepts so that you can begin to apply them to your place in an intuitively personal

way. Rather than asking you to adhere to the rule book for specific solutions to every feng shui

problem you encounter, this book should be seen as a basis and guideline for the application

of this knowledge.The book begins by reviewing the history of feng shui and geomancy and the

philosophical approach on which it is based. The key concepts of feng shui are outlined in the



remainder of the book. Appendices B and C summarise information on how Electromagnetic

Fields and Natural Earth Energies may also be affecting the “feel” of your home or business

and the health of its occupants. Appendix D includes information on dowsing techniques that

allow the energy or chi in your place to be found and adjusted more easily.

1History of Feng Shui and GeomancyThe study of feng shui attempts to explain how any

place, but in particular your home or business, can have an impact on your life. People often

comment that “ever since we moved into a new home, everything has improved in our lives”, or

that “everything has gone wrong.” It is, as if the choice of a home has had a dramatic influence

on their fortunes.Our homes, and the land on which they are situated, can sometimes be the

source of unapparent stresses, and these can have a dramatic impact on our lives. Over time,

these stresses may cause health, wealth, relationship and creative problems for the people

who live or spend time in this place.Following a recent public introductory talk on feng shui and

geomancy, a gentleman commented that “it now makes sense why I’ve lost everything since I

moved into my latest home four years ago.” He had always had plenty of money, but during the

years in that home, everything had gone wrong and he was nearly bankrupt! What was so

“wrong” with the home? In terms of feng shui, he had a toilet in the “wealth” corner of his home!

(This concept and the solutions will be explained later in the book). Six months later, after

making the suggested feng shui corrections to balance the energy in his home, his finances

had stabilised and begun to improve. Intuitively he knew something was wrong, but until he

heard about feng shui, he didn’t know what he could do.This man’s story typifies the kinds of

stories people from all walks of life have expressed during consultations and seminars over the

past few years. It is as if our intuition is telling us that something doesn’t feel right, but our

rational, logical education has trained us to ignore those intuitive feelings.INTUITION AND

OUR ANCESTORSOne way of explaining intuitive feelings about a place is to consider the way

we live today, compared with our ancestors, and then to expand this understanding of the

energies of a place in terms of feng shui.In Westernised Industrialised societies, it has become

gradually easier to pass on responsibility for many aspects of our lives to others. We go to the

supermarket for food or to the doctor for medical advice. Our lives are generally comfortable,

we live in a world full of gadgets, appliances, electricity and telecommunications. The emphasis

on survival that occupied our ancestors lives has been superseded by a technologically

sophisticated existence. However, it is becoming apparent in a number of ways that progress

has its price.We appear to have lost touch with many skills that our ancestors used for their day

to day survival. In particular, the ability to trust and use our intuition or gut feelings, has faded

for many people in our modern world. Often we experience these intuitive feelings in our

homes, offices or shops, but if we get a slightly uneasy feeling about that place, we dismiss it

as irrelevant because we cannot see any visible evidence to justify that feeling.It is only when

we go into a place and feel physically ill or frightened that we will take action. So we haven’t

lost our intuition completely, but often our ability to trust and interpret these more subtle

feelings is clouded by our dependency on the modern, physical and material world.Sometimes

the most subtle feeling of unease can be a sign that a place is out of balance energetically, and

if we spend a lot of time in this place, it may have an impact on our lives.Our ancestors

explained these intuitive feelings about a place in terms of what we can refer to as geomancy.

Geomancy has been used in many cultures under various names. The Hawaiian Kahunas,

American Indians and Australian Aborigines have all used an understanding of geomancy to

facilitate their survival.“Geo” means earth and “mancy” means the divination or messages from

the earth. Divination of the earth originally derived from the concept that future decisions about



peoples existence could be interpreted from the pattern created when a handful of soil was

cast on the earth.For the earliest nomadic people, the ability to read the messages from the

earth was important as they had to look for signs of weather conditions, movement of animals

and indications of where they could find food and water.With the development of farming and

agriculture these skills were still vital. They had to deduce the best time and place to plant

crops, and the safest place to sleep. These decisions blended experience, intuition and an

ability to read the land to find the most auspicious place to carry out these tasks.In the above

definition, our modern interpretation of the term “earth” is extended from the original idea of the

soil under our feet to mean anything from the built or natural environment which can have an

impact on us.Early geomancy knowledge was part of an oral storytelling tradition that has in

many cases been lost due to the effects of modernisation and industrialisation. However one

way this ancient feel for the earth can still be divined in our modern world is by rediscovering

the concepts of feng shui which were first documented about 2000 years ago.Figure 1.1

Ancient Chinese GeomancersFENG SHUI OR CHINESE GEOMANCY HISTORYTraditional

chinese geomancy was taught verbally and passed through the generations in various forms

for thousands of years, until feng shui was mentioned in Guo-Pu’s book, Zhang Shu or The

Book of Burial during the Jin Dynasty (276-420 AD.)The early feng shui concepts developed

from the belief that the “afterlife” of the ancestors, played a role in their descendants physical

existence on earth. Feng shui principles were applied to the landscape in order to find the most

auspicious place to bury one’s ancestors. The Chinese believed that if they buried their

ancestors in an auspicious place, then they would look after them during their lives, and thus

ensure that their lives were also auspicious. They respected the invisible, as well as the

physical world. This attitude did not stand independently of other customs of the times, but was

integrated into daily life.Another part of the history of feng shui is explained by legend. Legend

tells us that the philosopher Fu Hsi, while meditating on the banks of the Lo River in Northern

China, noticed a tortoise emerge from the river with a series of solid and broken lines on its

back. He suddenly realised that the entire universe was reflected in the orderly markings,

which were arranged in eight combination sets of three lines, some broken (yin) and some

solid or unbroken (yang). The markings symbolised heaven and earth, fire and water, mountain

and lake, wind and thunder. This pattern is known as the Early Lo Map or Heavenly

Sequence.Figure 1.2 Early Lo MapThis information formed a philosophical basis for feng shui

and other eastern philosophical concepts such as the bagua, I Ching (the book of change), yin/

yang concepts Nine Star Ki, Five Element Theory and Taoism among others. The basic

concepts of some of these ideas are expressed in Appendix A.FENG SHUI TODAYThe

combination of the principles of finding an auspicious place to bury your ancestors and later

developments of the lo map to form the bagua (which will be explained in chapter five) form the

basis for feng shui as it is applied today. In particular it applies to the places where people live

and work.Feng shui is also based on a recognition of the “universal energy” or chi, qi or ki flow

within any place and “dragon lines of chi in the landscape”. For simplicity we will use the term

“chi” or “energy” throughout this book. Again, we cannot see this chi, but by applying the

principles of feng shui you can enhance the flow of chi to create a more harmonious

place.Throughout this book, the concept of energy and energy flow will unfold. It may be

difficult to accept at first, but as you try some of the corrections and adjustments in your own

home or business, you may notice changes in the feel of the place or in some aspect of your

life. Our logical brains often dismiss the changes as mere coincidences, but how many

“coincidences” does it take to convince us that the invisible world, on which many Eastern

philosophies are based, can have just as big an influence on us as the physical world?It is



interesting to note that in Hong Kong the success or failure of businesses is often attributed to

a respect for its location relevant to the “dragon lines of chi on the landscape”. Buildings like

the Hong Kong Regent Hotel have been specifically designed so as not to interrupt the flow of

chi on the landscape and have operated successfully since opening. Some unsuccessful

buildings have had to be modified at substantial cost to their owners when they have ignored

this respect for the natural environment.PLACES OF POWERThe Chinese people were not the

only culture to recognise the energy in a place and dragon lines of energy in the landscape.

Many ancient peoples acknowledged that there were earth energies which could be harnessed

in various ways to help give a definition to their lives.In the British Isles this respect for the

energetic power of the earth or land is powerfully evident at places like Stonehenge, Avebury

and other sacred sites.These sites were often linked in various ways to healing, fertility,

seasonal festivals and other ceremonies. It was as if they were a focus of the heavenly and

earth energies for man, a blending of the so-called universal energy or chi.This link between

man, the earth and the heavens is persuasively evident in the geomancy and earth mysteries

books of John Michell, Paul Devereux and others. The details may vary from writer to writer,

but the concepts remain similar.Interestingly, many Christian churches are sited and built on

good geomantic principles. Often they are located over the places where our pre-Christian

ancestors worshiped their gods. The earth energies at these places were recognised as being

ideal places to continue worshipping the gods, no matter what the people’s beliefs and

doctrines.Similar respect for the universal energies and man-made structures can be seen in

the Egyptian Pyramids, at Delphi and in various structures and mounds built in North and

South America.SUMMARYMany Western educated people appear to have lost that intuitive

feel for the earth and its energies which our ancestors took for granted. Our modern life style

has increased the drift away from using these intuitive feelings by emphasising the material,

tangible world. However, it appears there is a conscious shift taking place to rediscover these

ancient and traditional methods and adapt them to our modern lifestyles. An interpretation of

these intuitive feelings about places is possible through a knowledge of feng shui and

geomancy.We are also slowly starting to accept that ancient structures like Stonehenge are

more than just piles of rocks. They have been constructed with incredible accuracy. The

common theme is that they represent some form of the “stars” or heaven on earth, that they

are places of high earth energies, and that they attracted a form of age-old worship related to

the cyclic changes of seasons.A knowledge of the key concepts of feng shui and geomancy

can help to develop an understanding of the world around us as well as enhancing your current

home or business environment.
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